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Brain Network Dynamics Underlying Visuospatial
Judgment: An fMRI Connectivity Study

Tom A. de Graaf1,2, Alard Roebroeck1,2, Rainer Goebel1,2,
and Alexander T. Sack1,2

Abstract

! Previous functional imaging research has consistently indi-
cated involvement of bilateral fronto-parietal networks during
the execution of visuospatial tasks. Studies with TMS have sug-
gested that the right hemispheric network, but not the left, is func-
tionally relevant for visuospatial judgments. However, very little
is still known about the interactions within these fronto-parietal
networks underlying visuospatial processing. In the current study,
we investigated taskmodulation of functional connectivity (instan-
taneous correlations of regional time courses), and task-specific
effective connectivity (direction of influences), within the right
fronto-parietal network activated during visuospatial judgments.
Ten healthy volunteers performed a behaviorally controlled visuo-
spatial judgment task (ANGLE) or a control task (COLOR) in an
fMRI experiment. Visuospatial task-specific activations were found
in posterior parietal cortex (PPC) andmiddle/inferior frontal gyrus
(MFG). Functional connectivity within this network was task-

modulated, with significantly higher connectivity between PPC
and MFG during ANGLE than during COLOR. Effective connectiv-
ity analysis for directed influence revealed that visuospatial task-
specific projections within this network were predominantly in a
frontal-to-parietal direction. Moreover, ANGLE-specific influences
from thalamic nuclei to PPC were identified. Exploratory effective
connectivity analysis revealed that closely neighboring clusters,
within visuospatial regions, were differentially involved in the
network. These neighboring clusters had opposite effective con-
nectivity patterns to other nodes of the fronto-parietal network.
Our data thus reveal that visuospatial judgments are supported
by massive fronto-parietal backprojections, thalamo-parietal in-
fluence, and multiple stages, or loops, of information flow within
the visuospatial network. We speculate on possible functional
contributions of the various network nodes and informational
loops in a neurocognitive model. !

INTRODUCTION

Visuospatial processing refers to the spatial perception,
recognition, and analysis of visual input. Visuospatial
judgment is one example of higher-order visuospatial
processing. It can involve the analysis of spatial features
of visual stimuli such as distances, angles, or more gener-
ally spatial relations, between stimulus parts or aspects of
visual images. In visuospatial judgment such analysis is,
by definition, goal-related. It therefore often involves a
focus on certain spatial features that are relevant to a par-
ticular task or goal. Visuospatial judgment is essential to
human interaction with the environment.

To understand its neural correlate in the brain, ex-
tensive research has been done using functional neuro-
imaging methods such as positron emission tomography
(Mellet et al., 1996; Haxby et al., 1991) and functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI; Goebel, Linden,
Lanfermann, Zanella, & Singer, 1998; Cohen et al., 1996),
both providing measures of metabolic activity in restricted
brain regions. This research has revealed network corre-
lates of visuospatial tasks (Trojano et al., 2000; Goebel

et al., 1998), visuospatial imagery (Sack, Camprodon,
Pascual-Leone, & Goebel, 2005; Formisano et al., 2002;
Trojano et al., 2002; Mellet et al., 1996), visuospatial atten-
tion (Luks, Sun, Dale, Miller, & Simpson, 2008; Giessing,
Fink, Rosler, & Thiel, 2007; Husain &Nachev, 2007; Mayer,
Seidenberg, Dorflinger, & Rao, 2004; Corbetta, Kincade, &
Shulman, 2002), visuospatial workingmemory (Klingberg,
2006; Scherf, Sweeney, & Luna, 2006; Klingberg, Forssberg,
& Westerberg, 2002; Postle, Berger, Taich, & D!Esposito,
2000; Petit, Courtney, Ungerleider, & Haxby, 1998), and
visuomotor control (Culham, Cavina-Pratesi, & Singhal,
2006; de Lange, Hagoort, & Toni, 2005). All of these dif-
ferent functional imaging studies converge to the con-
clusion that the execution of various visuospatial tasks
consistently activates bilateral frontal and parietal regions
in the “visuospatial network” of the brain.
However, research using TMS to disrupt regional neural

processing has indicated that only the right, not the left,
parietal network is functionally relevant for (visuo)spatial
processing (Collignon et al., 2008; Valero-Cabre, Pascual-
Leone, & Rushmore, 2008), visuospatial attention ( Jin &
Hilgetag, 2008; Rounis, Yarrow, & Rothwell, 2007; Kim
et al., 2005; Muri et al., 2002; Hilgetag, Theoret, & Pascual-
Leone, 2001), visuomotor processing (Bestmann, Thilo,

1Maastricht University, The Netherlands, 2Maastricht Brain Imag-
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Sauner, Siebner, & Rothwell, 2002; Rushworth, Ellison, &
Walsh, 2001), visuospatial imagery (Sack et al., 2005), and
visuospatial judgment (Sack et al., 2002, 2007).
This apparent right hemispheric dominance for visuo-

spatial functions was further elucidated by a recent simul-
taneous TMS and fMRI study of our group, in which the
neural correlates of TMS-induced behavioral impairment
on a visuospatial judgment task were assessed “on-line”
(Sack et al., 2007). To this end, we administered TMS over
either left or right posterior parietal cortex (PPC), while
concurrently measuring both the behavioral as well as
neural consequences of parietal TMS using whole-brain
fMRI scanning. Only right parietal TMS, not left, induced
a behavioral impairment on the visuospatial judgment
task, but not on a control task. Simultaneously, only right
parietal TMS, not left, resulted in a TMS-induced BOLD
signal decrease throughout a right hemispheric fronto-
parietal network during visuospatial judgment, but not
during control task execution. In other words, TMS over
right parietal cortex not only reduced brain activity at
the site of stimulation, but also in ipsilateral remote frontal
regions, including right MFG. Interestingly, the amount of
BOLD signal decrease in this network, both in local and
remote regions, correlated highly with the amount of
TMS-induced visuospatial impairment.
Taken together, all of these findings seem to indicate

that a fronto-parietal network in the right hemisphere
underlies visuospatial processing. Moreover, as the most
recent simultaneous TMS and fMRI study on visuospatial
judgment (Sack et al., 2007) suggested, the interactions
within this network are such that disruption of process-
ing at one node of the network (i.e., the parietal node)
has measurable and comparable neural effects at the
other nodes (e.g., within MFG).
Still, the exact task-specific dynamics, temporal charac-

teristics, and direction of influences within this specific
right hemispheric fronto-parietal network during the
execution of visuospatial judgments remain unknown.
In the current study, we used time-resolved, fast event-
related fMRI in combination with multivariate data-driven
functional and effective brain connectivity analysis tools
in order to investigate the brain network dynamics under-
lying visuospatial judgment in the right hemisphere. We
subsequently interpreted these system-level interactions
on the cognitive level to construct a neurocognitive model
underlying visuospatial judgment.
For optimal comparability with previous research, we

adopted the same behavioral tasks used by Sack et al.
(2002, 2007): a visuospatial judgment task (ANGLE) and
color judgment control task (COLOR). We specifically eval-
uated task modulation of functional connectivity within
this network, and proceeded to investigate directed in-
fluences within this task-specific functionally connected
network. We purposely adopted a recently developed ex-
ploratory effective connectivity analysis technique (Granger
causality mapping [GCM]; see Roebroeck, Formisano, &
Goebel, 2005) to avoid restriction of analysis to predefined

regions. This way, we were able to explore in depth the in-
teractions within, and beyond, the conventionally defined
visuospatial network in the human right hemisphere.

METHODS
Participants

Ten healthy participants (5 men, 8 right-handed) were
included in this study (mean age = 23.3 years; SD =
1.8 years). All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision,
no history of neuropsychiatric disorders, and eight had
previously participated in fMRI experiments. The experi-
ment was approved by the local ethical committee, writ-
ten informed consent was obtained before participation.
Participants were screened for fMRI experimentation
safety and received monetary compensation.

Stimuli and Task

Participants were presented with visual stimuli inside the
MRI scanner. Each stimulus was projected for 300 msec
at center fixation. Participants were asked to fixate at all
times, aided by a gray fixation cross between stimuli. The
stimuli consisted of schematized analogue clocks with
yellow rims and two either white or yellow hands (13/
33 yellow). The hands of the clocks formed different an-
gles, categorized as small or large (13/33 small). All stim-
uli and fixation crosses were taken from our previous
study (Sack et al., 2007). Participants were asked to press
one of two buttons per stimulus, depending on whether
the stimulus was a target (right index finger response) or
a nontarget (right middle finger response). In the ANGLE
task, clocks with small angles (30° or 60° angles between
the hands) were targets, clocks with large angles (bigger
than 60°) were nontargets. In the COLOR task, clocks with
yellow hands were targets, clocks with white hands were
nontargets (see Figure 1 for an illustration of stimuli and
tasks). Stimuli were presented, and response times recorded,
using Presentation Software (Neurobehavioral Systems,
San Francisco, CA). Response speed and accuracy were
equally emphasized in instructions to the participants.
The experimental design was mixed; blocks of stimuli were
presented in a rapid event-related design. One block con-
tained 11 trials (10 task trials: 4 targets and 6 nontargets,
and one null trial). Throughout a block, the task was con-
stant. The task for each block was made known to the par-
ticipant prior to the block, in the form of a one-letter cue:
“A” for ANGLE, “C” for COLOR. The order of blocks was
pseudorandomized, as was the order of trials within the
blocks. A total of 28 blocks (=280 task trials), divided
equally over two fMRI functional runs, was presented.
Within blocks, the intertrial interval was jittered around
3000 to 4500 msec. Time between blocks was 7500 msec,
including the 2000-msec task instruction.

de Graaf et al. 2013



MRI Parameters and Functional Data Processing

MRI was performed using a 3-Tesla Siemens Allegra scan-
ner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). A standard transmit–
receive head coil was used to obtain high-resolution ana-
tomical [ADNI, T1-weighted, flip angle (FA) = 9°, TR =
2250, TE = 2.6 msec, 192 slices, field of view (FoV) =
256 mm, isotropic voxel resolution of 1 ! 1 ! 1 mm3]
and whole-brain functional (T2*-weighted echo-planar
imaging; FA = 60°, TR = 1500, TE = 28 msec, acquisition
gap = 500 msec, 18 oblique contiguous slices, slice thick-
ness = 5 mm, FoV = 224 mm, 64 ! 64 voxel matrix, voxel
resolution = 3.5! 3.5! 5 mm3) images (for an illustration
of slice coverage, see S1 on www.tomdegraaf.com). Partici-
pant hearing was protected using ear plugs and head-
phones. Head movement was restricted using foam pads.

fMRI data were processed using BrainVoyager QX (Brain
Innovation, Maastricht, The Netherlands). Preprocessing
included interscan slice acquisition time correction, linear
trend removal, temporal high-pass filtering to remove low-
frequency drifts, and rigid-body transformation of data to
the first acquired image to correct for motion. Please note
that functional data were not smoothed spatially; reported
data were unsmoothed throughout all analyses. Functional
data were coregistered to anatomical data per subject,
and subsequently transformed to Talairach space (Talairach

and Tournoux, 1988) or aligned to a dynamic group average
brain by means of cortex-based alignment (CBA).

Cortex-based Alignment

For individual right hemispheres, the gray–white matter
boundary was determined to segment and reconstruct the
cortical surface (Kriegeskorte & Goebel, 2001). Functional
data in volume space were sampled to surface vertices in a
direction perpendicular to the gray–white matter bound-
ary, and thus, converted to surface space. The idiosyn-
cratic folding patterns of sulci and gyri were mapped in
a spherical coordinate system. In this common space, a
reiterative process morphed the individual hemispheric
surfaces to a dynamic group average. This resulted in an
average group brain. Because functional data weremapped
to surface space, the surface-to-sphere and sphere-to-
group average transformation mappings also afforded
group alignment of functional data. We applied this pro-
cess of CBA to our general linear model (GLM) contrast
analyses and GCM connectivity analyses because it has
been shown to yield superior statistical power (Fischl,
Sereno, Tootell, & Dale, 1999).

Activation Data Analysis

For functional data analysis, BOLD time courses of individ-
ual vertices were regressed onto a prespecified model in a
conventional GLM. Predictors were based on 300-msec
events convolved with a hemodynamic response gamma
function (Boynton, Engel, Glover, & Heeger, 1996). Sepa-
rate predictors were implemented for ANGLE clock
presentations, COLOR clock presentations, and INSTRUC-
TIONS (“A” and “C” conjoined in one model predictor).
Effects of interest included activation during the ANGLE or
the COLOR task contrasted with baseline activity and acti-
vation during the ANGLE versus the COLOR conditions as
contrasted directly in the GLM. Activation differences on
the group level were analyzed directly on the vertex level,
leading to statistical parametric maps on a group-average
brain [an additional patch-of-interest (POI) analysis is pre-
sented and discussed on-line: www.tomdegraaf.com].
Corrections for multiple comparisons were made using
cluster threshold level estimation (Hagler, Saygin,&Sereno,
2006; Forman et al., 1995), with 1000 iterations of Monte
Carlo simulation setting a statistical threshold of p < .01
for the main task effects and p < .05 for the ANGLE >
COLOR contrast. To ensure generalizability of the results,
all analyses reported were performed on a random effects
(RFX) level (unless indicatedotherwise). BOLD time courses
for regions of interest (ROIs) were approximated by means
of event-related deconvolution analysis. This method can
be applied in rapid event-related designs to extract the
BOLD response to single events from the overlapping
pattern of activation. Activation is regressed on separate

Figure 1. Stimuli and tasks. Two example stimuli are shown with
appropriate responses for each task. The same stimuli were used in
both the ANGLE and the COLOR tasks. In the ANGLE task, the two
response options corresponded to a “small” angle (30° or 60°) and a
“large” angle (more than 60°) between the two clock-hands. In the
COLOR task, the two response options reflected the two possible
clock-hands colors: “yellow” and “white.”

2014 Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience Volume 22, Number 9



“stick” predictors per scanning time point. This results in
one beta value per TR in the volumes following an event.
These beta values reflect the BOLD response pattern to
an event.

Functional and Effective Connectivity Analysis

Functional connectivity has been defined as correlation
between remote neurophysiological events in the tem-
poral domain (e.g., Friston, 1994). Functional connectiv-
ity analysis can reveal networks of connected regions that
show similar activity changes during mental task perfor-
mance. Thus, in our case, functional connectivity refers
to task-specific instantaneous correlation of BOLD time
courses during task execution. Presumably, remote re-
gions with BOLD time courses that correlate during visuo-
spatial judgment task execution, but not execution of a
control task, are working together on the mental pro-
cesses involved in visuospatial judgment. Effective con-
nectivity has been defined as directed influence from
one region to another, and allows one to move toward
causal inferences (Friston, 1994). More precisely, we exam-
ined task-specific effective connectivity to ROIs through-
out the brain. To this end, we applied GCM (Roebroeck
et al., 2005). GCM requires one to specify a seed region
after which measures of (functional or effective) connec-
tivity for all voxels or vertices in the brain are calculated,
in reference to the time course in the seeded cluster. The
maps obtained illustrate which areas in the brain are func-
tionally connected to the seed region (functional connec-
tivity maps), or which areas in the brain send influence to
or receive influence from the seed region (effective con-
nectivity maps).
GCM works on two time series, X[t] and Y[t] (activity

over time in Region X and Region Y ). The precise mean-
ing of found connectivity between X and Y is a decrease of
uncertainty about time points of Y, due to knowledge
about past time points of X. Simply put, knowing one
time course tells you something extra about the other time
course. The direction of influence is based on which time
course lags behind the other. Thus, if knowing X[t ! 1]
(history of BOLD in Region X ) improves the prediction
of Y[t] (BOLD time course of Region Y ) over and above
the prediction achieved using Y[t ! 1] (Region Y !s own
BOLD history), then the activity in Region X is said to
Granger cause the activity in Region Y. By regressing one
time series on both itself and another, influences can be
inferred with suitable models (vector autoregressive mod-
els). Directionality is thus concluded on the basis of tem-
poral precedence. All effective connectivity maps were
restricted to vertices that also had high instantaneous cor-
relations to minimize effects of draining veins (for further
details, see Roebroeck et al., 2005).
GCM has successfully been applied in previous studies

(Bien, Roebroeck, Goebel, & Sack, 2009; Sack et al.,
2008; Sack et al., 2007; Abler et al., 2006). However, these

studies only looked at individual participants or mean
GCM maps, or merely performed fixed effects GCM anal-
ysis. The current study explicitly evaluated statistically
thresholded RFX functional and effective connectivity,
by calculating RFX GCM maps as follows: (1) GCM maps
were calculated for each individual participant in surface
space (on the reconstructed cortical surface with func-
tional data projected onto it), or volume space. Statistical
testing for individual maps was based on bootstrap simu-
lations (see Roebroeck et al., 2005), with corrections for
multiple comparisons based on false discovery rate (q <
0.05) (Genovese, Lazar, & Nichols, 2002). (2) In surface
space, these individual maps were cortex-based aligned,
and second-level t tests (per vertex, over subjects) were
calculated. Correction for multiple comparisons in these
RFX group maps was based on cluster-size threshold es-
timation (1000 iterations; see Hagler et al., 2006; Forman
et al., 1995) (this procedure underlies Figures 3, 4, 5).
Alternatively, in volume space, individual maps were over-
laid in Talairach space before mean GCM group maps
were created (e.g., Figure 6). For a defined threshold,
these procedures yield maps of functional or effective con-
nectivity to the seed region—throughout the entire brain.
The method thus affords both confirmatory and data-
driven exploratory RFX connectivity analysis without prior
anatomical and directional constraints, save the specified
seed region.

To analyze connectivity in individual participants (and
thus create the aforementioned individual GCM maps
which were subsequently overlaid to obtain RFX group
maps), we determined a POI to seed into the GCM proce-
dure as follows: A GLM conjunction analysis of ANGLE ver-
sus baseline and COLOR versus baseline [(A > B) " (C >
B)] was performed, revealing regions where activity was
modulated by both tasks. From these regions, the cluster
in PPC with the highest difference in activity between
ANGLE and COLOR (with activity higher during ANGLE
trials) was determined. This region was assumed to be en-
gaged in visuospatial processing and served as the start-
ing point for GCM analysis of the visuospatial network.
Post hoc confirmatory GCM analyses were performed by
seeding into the GCM procedure new seed regions defined
on the basis of individual GCM maps or group RFX GCM
maps.

To summarize, for each individual participant, task-
specific functional connectivity maps were created based
on instantaneous correlation of vertices throughout the
entire brain, to the seed region. Effective connectivity
per experimental condition was calculated in step 2 for
each individual participant. In step 3, the individual maps
were cortex-based aligned (for the surface space anal-
yses) and overlaid. This created a RFX group GCM map
projected onto the average group brain. Statistical signif-
icance of the results was tested as described above. Sepa-
rately, we explored in individual participants, in volume
space, the intricate dynamics within the network identi-
fied by the conventional GLM contrasts.
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RESULTS
Behavioral Results

Reaction times and accuracy were 675.4 msec (SD =
166.0) and 6.3% incorrect for ANGLE, and 650.5 msec
(SD= 175.5) and 9.7% incorrect for COLOR, respectively.
Sack et al. (2007) used the same task but found faster
average reaction times: 495 msec and 452 msec for AN-
GLE and COLOR tasks, respectively. But these authors
used a block design with regular and predictable stimulus
onsets. A brief follow-up behavioral experiment revealed
that five new participants were, on average, 156.3 msec

quicker to respond in a block design as applied by Sack
et al. (2007) than in the mixed design implemented in
the current study, confirming experimental design to be
responsible for the differences.

Brain Activation Results

We performed a RFX GLM analysis on the vertex time
courses in cortex-based aligned surface space (see Meth-
ods). Figure 2A shows thresholded RFX activation maps,
on the cortex-based aligned group-average inflated brain,

Figure 2. RFX activation maps. (A) Cortex-based aligned RFX GLM for ANGLE and COLOR conditions. Vertices significantly more active during
task processing than baseline are shown in orange–yellow [t(9) = 3.25, p < .01, corrected]. (B) A cortex-based aligned RFX GLM contrast
map. Vertices more active during ANGLE are shown in orange–yellow, vertices more active during COLOR are shown in blue–green [t(9) = 2.262,
p < .05, corrected].
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for ANGLE versus baseline and for COLOR versus base-
line separately [t(9) = 3.25, p < .01, corrected]. An exten-
sive fronto-parietal activation network is revealed, notably
including middle/inferior frontal gyrus (MFG) and PPC.
The medial views of the reconstructed right hemisphere
reveal activation in supplementary motor area and large
regions of the occipital lobe, in both tasks. The lateral
views show that regions of prefrontal cortex, occipital–
temporal cortex (OT), and the insula (INS) are activated
in both tasks.
To examine which of these activations were privy to

the visuospatial network, we contrasted the activity in
the ANGLE and COLOR conditions in a RFX GLM. In sur-
face space, after CBA, a RFX GLM on these data revealed
two regions to be significantly more active in response to
ANGLE executions as compared to COLOR executions
(i.e., PPC and MFG), and three regions more active during
COLOR as compared to ANGLE [i.e., SMG, an anterior
region of MFG (aMFG), and SFG; t(9) = 2.262, p < .05,
corrected]. Figure 2B visualizes these regions in a contrast
map (for coordinates and more information on these and
other task-specific areas, see www.tomdegraaf.com).

Functional Connectivity during
Visuospatial Processing

Before investigating directionality of influences in the
visuospatial network, we examined functional connectiv-
ity (instantaneous correlation) within this network during
the visuospatial ANGLE task and the COLOR control task.
Coactivation of regions during task processing does not
guarantee a functional connection, let alone task-specific
functional connectivity (instantaneous correlations in re-
gional time courses during one task but not another).
However, we were able to demonstrate that PPC engaged
in significantly stronger functional connectivity to MFG
during visuospatial processing than during our control

task. Thus, this fronto-parietal network communicated
more vigorously during visuospatial judgment. To visualize
the spread of seed regions across participants, Figure 3
shows in varying colors the MFG POIs of all 10 participants
(after CBA) seeded into GCM. We computed a RFX group
map of task modulation of connectivity, in cortex-based
aligned surface space. Figure 3 thus shows which regions
were significantly [t(9) = 2.262, p < .05, corrected] more
strongly connected to MFG during ANGLE blocks than
during COLOR blocks.

PPC is more connected to MFG, as are parts of parieto-
occipital cortex, during ANGLE as compared to COLOR
pseudoblocks. Thus, this map visualizes statistically signifi-
cant task modulation of functional connectivity within the
visuospatial network. Task modulation is important and
informative; it ensures that the results reveal functional
brain organization that is task-related. Having established
task modulation of the connectivity within the network,
we also investigated directionality of influences within this
network.

Effective Connectivity during
Visuospatial Processing

RFX GCM effective connectivity analysis, referenced to
PPC, revealed a frontal-to-parietal direction of influence.
Figure 4 shows statistically significant [t(9) = 2.262, p <
.05, corrected] influences to and from the seed region as
revealed by GCM, for ANGLE and COLOR separately.

Green areas influence (project to) the PPC seed region
(red), whereas blue areas are influenced by PPC. During
ANGLE, MFG, a second parietal cluster, and INS all signifi-
cantly projected to the PPC seed region [t(9) = 2.262,
p < .05, corrected]. During COLOR, no statistically signifi-
cant influences were found. Please note, however, that this
lack of statistical significance does not imply that there was
absolutely no effective connectivity between PPC and MFG

Figure 3. RFX connectivity
difference map. RFX group
contrast based on cortex-based
aligned functional and
anatomical data. This map
reveals task modulation of
instantaneous functional
connectivity between MFG
and other parts of the brain.
Vertices that are significantly
more functionally connected
(FC) to MFG during the
visuospatial ANGLE task than
during the COLOR control task
are shown in orange–yellow
[t(9) = 2.262, p < .05,
corrected]. Thus, PPC is more
connected to MFG during ANGLE than during COLOR. This task modulation of connectivity indicates that the fronto-parietal network operates
more as a whole during ANGLE conditions than during COLOR conditions. This group map was calculated after individual functional connectivity
maps were obtained, based on individual seed POIs. To illustrate interparticipant spread of these seed regions, the individual MFG POIs on
which the analyses were based are shown in varying colors, after cortex-based alignment of the patches.
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during the COLOR task, but that it was weaker in compar-
ison to the effective connectivity during the ANGLE task
and, unlike during ANGLE, not statistically significant (for
further illustration of locations and extent of task modula-
tion of effective connectivity, see S2 on www.tomdegraaf.
com). A post hoc analysis with seed region MFG confirmed
that MFG did significantly project to PPC during ANGLE,
but also significantly projected to OT during ANGLE and
not during COLOR [t(9) = 2.262, p < .05, corrected; data
not shown]. For PPC andMFG, event-related deconvolution
plots approximate the regional time courses. Note that dif-
ferent latencies of the average (deconvolved) BOLD re-
sponse are not equivalent to GCM directed influences
(see Roebroeck et al., 2005, for details). However, in this
case, the BOLD time-course plots clearly confirm earlier in-
volvement of MFG than PPC during both tasks, with stron-
ger activation for ANGLE in both regions (see Figure 4).

For several other regions, there were indications of
effective connectivity to PPC. Postcentral gyrus (PCG),
occipital cortex (OT), and superior frontal sulcus (SFS)
were effectively connected to PPC in individual GCMmaps,

mean GCM group maps (Figure 6), and in the more con-
servative RFX GCM group analysis, these regions showed
a statistical tendency toward PPC during ANGLE [t(9) =
1.83, p < .1, corrected] but not during COLOR [with the
exception of PCG; t(9) = 1.83, p < .1]. Interestingly, SFS
showed a particularly strong task modulation of effective
connectivity (on par with connectivity modulation in
MFG): SFS interacted much more with PPC during ANGLE
than during COLOR (see S2 on www.tomdegraaf.com).
To summarize, MFG and INS significantly influenced

PPC during ANGLE, but not during COLOR, as indicated
by effective connectivity analysis referenced to PPC. Fur-
thermore, there were indications that PCG, OT, and SFS
also engage in network interactions during visuospatial
processing.
We also identified COLOR-specific regions; aMFG, SFG,

and SMG. However, RFX GCM analysis to these regions
yielded no significant effective connectivity to these regions
in either the ANGLE or the COLOR task, other than vertices
or small clusters surrounding the seed region, with the ex-
ception of SFG in the ANGLE task, where SFG received

Figure 4. Task-specific effective connectivity. (A) GCMs, showing task-specific directed influences throughout the entire brain, referenced to
seed region PPC (in red). Shown here are statistically significant projections [t(9) = 2.262, p < .05, corrected] to PPC from MFG, INS, and a second
parietal cluster, during the ANGLE task specifically. No significant connectivity to PPC was found for the COLOR condition. (B) Event-related
deconvolution plots approximate the regional BOLD time courses for PPC and MFG per task. This plot implies earlier involvement of MFG than PPC.
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influence from INS [t(9) = 2.262, p < .05, corrected; data
not shown].
To examine dynamics within the network on the sub-

cortical level, we performed RFX GCM analysis, referenced
to the seed region PPC, in volume space. We were able to
demonstrate effective connectivity with subcortical struc-
tures during visuospatial processing. During both ANGLE

and COLOR tasks, but seemingly more strongly during
ANGLE, PPC received influence from bilateral thalamic
nuclei (see Figure 5A). A follow-up RFX GCM analysis
seeded with the right hemispheric thalamic cluster con-
firmed that this cluster significantly projected to PPC
[t(9) = 2.262, p < .05, uncorrected] during ANGLE, but
not during COLOR, as depicted in Figure 5B. Event-related

Figure 5. Subcortical involvement. (A) RFX GCM analysis was run in volume space to explore subcortical involvement during visuospatial
processing. Bilateral thalamic clusters (green) significantly project to PPC during the ANGLE task, the same seed region shown in A (and in middle
inset) [t(9) = 2.262, p < .05, uncorrected], and seemingly less so during the COLOR control task. Probabilistic mapping suggested these clusters to
be the mediodorsal nuclei. (B) Taking right hemispheric thalamic nucleus shown in A as seed region in a RFX GCM analysis in volume space,
right hemispheric PPC significantly received influence (receiving areas are in blue) during ANGLE, but not during COLOR [t(9) = 2.262, p < .05,
uncorrected]. This validates the results in (A) and confirms subcortical involvement in visuospatial processing specifically.
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deconvoluted time courses for PPC and right thalamus re-
vealed an earlier BOLD response/peak in right thalamus
than in PPC (see S5 on www.tomdegraaf.com).

To constrain the location of the thalamic nuclei, we
performed a probabilistic mapping of the individually de-
fined thalamic clusters. The Talairach coordinates of the
point of greatest interindividual overlap were (!6, !16,
8) for the left hemispheric cluster, and (7, !16, 8) for the
right hemispheric clusters, corresponding to bilateral
mediodorsal nuclei.

Complex Communication Dynamics within the
Visuospatial Network

The exploratory character of GCM has the advantage that
connectivity analysis is not confined to ROIs as defined in
a GLM analysis, except for the seed region. Importantly,
this allows the technique to identify interacting regions in
the brain that were not identified in a GLM. Additionally,
GCM can separate differently interacting regions, which
were merged into one activated cluster in a GLM con-
trast test. Indeed, we found that within ROIs, implicated
in visuospatial processing by the GLM analyses, there
may be a functional segregation of neighboring clusters
in terms of interactions with remote regions. Among
these neighboring clusters, a projecting cluster (influ-
encing other regions of the visuospatial network) and a
receiving cluster (receiving influence from other regions
of the visuospatial network) could be discerned. Such
closely neighboring clusters with opposite effective con-
nectivity patterns were found within PPC and OT in all
10 participants, and within MFG in 6 of the participants.
Figure 6A gives an example of such neighboring clusters
in one representative participant (“NK”), illustrating how
anatomically close these clusters were in OT and MFG.
The seed region in the GCM analysis underlying this
figure (Figure 6A) was PPC in “NK.” Such segregation of
temporal involvement could not be detected by GLM
analysis, which, as we showed in Figure 2, lumps these
clusters together in one functional “blob.”

In a post hoc analysis, we proceeded to seed these
neighboring clusters into individual GCM analyses to
confirm the effective connectivity of these clusters. The
resulting group mean GCM maps (calculated in volume
space and projected onto a partly inflated cortex-based
aligned group brain) are displayed in Figure 6B. It is clear
from these images that clusters identified as “project-
ing” only sent influence to regions throughout the brain,
whereas clusters identified as “receiving” primarily re-
ceived influence. Importantly, these visualized interactions
are very sensible, including primarily the regions identified
in prior GLM and GCM analyses.

From these maps, it seems that the projecting ventral
and dorsal stream (OT and PPC) clusters project mainly
to each other and neighboring regions, not to frontal re-
gions. Yet the receiving ventral and dorsal stream clusters
receive influence from SFS and MFG. The receiving PPC

cluster receives influence from INS and prefrontal re-
gions also. Overall, these analyses seem to confirm the
flow of information primarily from frontal regions back
to the temporal–occipital and parietal regions. Yet, the
picture has been enriched by complex dynamics between
the larger regions implicated in visuospatial processing,
with neighboring clusters differentially involved over
time. An important caveat to these interpretations is that
the maps presented in Figure 5B are averaged, overlaid
GCM maps based on the individual participant analyses.
They are thus mean GCM maps; not statistically thresh-
olded on the group level (although thresholded and cor-
rected for multiple comparisons on the individual map
level; see Methods). Nevertheless, they unmistakably
confirm that the neighboring clusters have opposite pro-
jection characteristics. Moreover, the regions either re-
ceiving or projecting influence to the seeded clusters are
part of the network as already established above, which
lends added credibility to the maps as presented here.
Another interesting aspect of these data is that project-

ing clusters within a region (e.g., OT) seem to send influ-
ence to a region (e.g., PPC), which subsequently projects
back to the neighboring cluster (in OT)—as illustrated by
an overlap of regions that receive influence and project
influence in Figure 6 [please find on-line Figure S3: www.
tomdegraaf.com, which shows the GCM maps of pro-
jecting and receiving clusters (left- and right-side maps
in Figure 6) overlaid, to facilitate such comparisons]. The
projecting cluster consistently showed an earlier BOLD
response/peak, as compared to the receiving cluster, for all
participants and all regions (see Figure S4 on-line). Taken
together, these findings seem to support a form of re-
current processing underlying our visuospatial judgment
task (see Discussion).
To summarize, based on our GCM analyses, we were

able to functionally segregate projecting versus receiving
clusters in anatomically adjacent brain regions within at
least PPC, MFG, and OT. These projecting and receiving
clusters may be differentially involved in earlier and later
processing stages during the visuospatial judgments. This
suggests that nodes of the visuospatial network are en-
gaged in multiple loops. A complex matrix of activation
can thus be inferred involving these regions, with multiple
distinctive clusters, that as a whole seems to eventually es-
tablish the mental performance of the task. Aside from
PPC and MFG, contributions from OT, INS, SFS, and PCG
were suggested by our GCM results.

DISCUSSION

Our data replicate earlier studies on visuospatial process-
ing by revealing involvement of frontal and parietal regions
during visuospatial judgment. However, our results go
beyond previous research by demonstrating that these re-
gions were indeed operating as a network during execu-
tion of our task. Thus, we revealed statistically significant
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taskmodulation of functional connectivity within the visuo-
spatial network (i.e., between PPC andMFG). Furthermore,
GCM allowed us to investigate directional influences within
this network, revealing a frontal-to-parietal information
flow, and subcortical involvement that may be task-specific.
Moreover, exploratory effective connectivity analysis on
an individual participant basis reliably identified neighbor-
ing clusters with opposite connectivity patterns to other
nodes of the network. Such connectivity-segregated clus-

ters were foundwithin the visuospatial areas conventionally
lumped together by GLM analysis. This seems to confirm
functional segregation of these clusters, and suggests the
possibility of multiple communication loops within the
visuospatial network. Such results provide new insights into
functional brain organization and are generative of new
neurocognitive hypotheses. Below, we propose a specula-
tive interpretation of what neurocognitive mechanisms are
subserved by the brain events described in this article.

Figure 6. Differential
connectivity patterns for closely
neighboring clusters. (A) An
example of one representative
participant (“NK”); individual
GCM analysis in volume space
referenced to PPC (shown in
red in the middle inset). Green
clusters project to PPC, blue
clusters receive influence from
PPC. Closely neighboring
clusters, one of which sent
influence to PPC while its
neighbor received influence
from PPC, were revealed by
GCM in various regions
implicated in visuospatial
processing. (B) RFX mean
GCM effective connectivity
maps, referenced to either the
projecting (green in A) or the
receiving (blue in A) functional
clusters In individual GCM
analyses in each participant,
projecting and receiving
clusters were discerned and
fed into GCM analysis as seed
regions (red and asterisked
on the rendered brains).
Subsequently, and displayed
here for the angle condition,
RFX group maps were obtained
for projecting clusters (left
column) and receiving clusters
(right column) for PPC (top
row), MFG (middle row), and
OT (bottom row). All maps
have equal thresholds. The
maps in the left column and
the right column have been
overlaid in Figure S3 in the
supplementary material on-line
(www.tomdegraaf.com).
Overlap between them
indicates, in confirmation of
the example given in A, that
a form of recurrent processing
occurs.
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New Brain Activation Findings

Our main ANGLE-specific activations, in MFG and PPC, mir-
ror an established body of work on visuospatial cognition
(see Introduction). However, in previous research using
the exact same stimuli and tasks, our COLOR-specific re-
gions were not consistently identified (Sack et al., 2002,
2007). This may be attributed to several methodological
differences between our and previous work that could
have lead to respective differences in statistical sensitivity
for revealing these COLOR-specific brain regions. First,
we applied new procedures of data analysis: Our study in-
volved CBA, GLM analysis in surface space, and no spatial
smoothing. Second, whereas the previous work with our
stimuli and tasks involved block designs, we employed
a rapid event-related design. This resulted in more fre-
quent changes between tasks and in unpredictable delays
between trials. As indicated in the Results section and
confirmed in a pilot experiment, the new design also
resulted in different behavioral results. It is difficult to dis-
entangle these factors. Unfortunately, we gained no
further insights from GCM analysis as almost no signifi-
cant effective connectivity was found to these regions in
both tasks. However, the fact that our conservative GCM
analysis did not produce miscellaneous influences to
these regions further validates the results we did find
for the experimental task. The remainder of the discus-
sion will focus on these interactions underlying execution
of the ANGLE task.

Fronto-parietal Information Flow

A primary aim of our study was to examine the nature of
interactions between MFG and PPC during the execution
of visuospatial judgment. Interestingly, our results re-
vealed information flow to be mainly from MFG and other
frontal regions, including INS and possibly SFS, PCG, and
OT, toward PPC. Although the projections were not neces-
sarily unidirectional (see below), the dominant fronto-
parietal direction is noteworthy, because a classical view
of visuospatial processing involves a hierarchical dorsal
striate-parieto-frontal stream. Dominant MFG-to-PPC pro-
jections seem to go against this stream.

One explanation of this direction of influence stems
from the nature of our cognitive task. Visuospatial judg-
ment is, by definition, goal-related: A judgment involves
options, choices, and, in our case, a template to match
input to [the “target angle” is the angle between clock-
hands that defines the border between Response 1 (small
angle) and Response 2 (large angle)]. We propose that
MFG was instrumental in a process of stored template
matching, biasing the processing of visuospatial features
in PPC using top–down signals, in light of the task-relevant
comparison with the target angle template. Right MFG has
been implicated in various higher-order central executive
processes, such as selection, monitoring, and organization
of processing (e.g., Curtis & D!Esposito, 2003; Rypma &

D!Esposito, 2003; Collette & Van der Linden, 2002); all
forms of top–down (attention) control (see Yeh, Kuo, &
Liu, 2007). Already some years ago, ventral lateral pre-
frontal cortex was proposed to serve as an early recipient
of information from posterior parietal regions and as the
site where comparisons are made with representations
in working memory (D!Esposito et al., 1998; Owen, Evans
& Petrides, 1996; Petrides, 1994). More recently, directed
influences from right MFG to right superior parietal cor-
tex have been found in a flanker task with a spatial twist
and in an fMRI study using structural equation model-
ing to study effective connectivity (Erickson, Ringo Ho,
Colcombe & Kramer, 2005). This information flow was
interpreted in terms of attentional set (based on, for exam-
ple, Banich et al., 2000). Moreover, it has been suggested
that neural processing in lower areas is most efficient under
the direction of, or in interaction with, top–down signals
from a higher region (Kveraga, Ghuman & Bar, 2007). In
sustained attention tasks (which our tasks seem to be), it
has been suggested specifically that right medial frontal
regions influence, top–down, posterior cortex to bias
and enhance processing (e.g., see Sarter, Givens & Bruno,
2001, for a review). Taken together, this literature leads us
to speculate that the MFG-to-PPC projections were fo-
cusing the processing in PPC on the relevant visuospatial
features, either prior to stimulus onset to sensitize the rel-
evant neurons and/or immediately upon stimulus presen-
tation to bias processing toward the relevant visuospatial
information. We return to this interpretation below, when
we present our neurocognitive model taking into account
the other information flows identified in our study.
Methodological limitations constrain the extent of our

interpretation. Unfortunately, bidirectional influences be-
tween two regions are lost in GCM maps. Because the
effective connectivity values are based on a difference mea-
sure of the influence in two opposite directions (for details,
see Roebroeck et al., 2005), the results reflect the domi-
nant influence only. Thus, a unidirectional MFG-to-PPC
influence identified by GCM does not preclude a commu-
nication flow in the reverse direction per se. It just means
that, overall, MFG predominantly influenced PPC during
ANGLE pseudoblocks. The interpretation of bidirectional,
but asymmetrical, fronto-parietal flow is consistent with re-
search by Edin, Klingberg, Stodberg, and Tegner (2007).
These authors integrated EEG, fMRI, and neurocomputa-
tional modeling, to show that, in a visuospatial working
memory task, a bidirectional fronto-parietal model with
stronger frontal-to-parietal (i.e., SFS-to-IPS) connections
than parietal-to-frontal (i.e., IPS-to-SFS) connections best
explained the data. Indeed, in their study, stronger SFS-
to-IPS effective connectivity was shown to protect against
distracters on visuospatial working memory performance.
Thus, fronto-parietal asymmetry was functionally relevant.
Apparently, this may be a mechanism that is not specific to
our task only.
BecauseGCM isbaseddirectly onBOLDsignals rather than

neural signals, intrinsic hemodynamic response differences
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between brain areas could confound GCM results of a
given condition. This is countered by using a control con-
dition (in our case, COLOR) to ensure task specificity of
the connectivity results. Our MFG-to-PPC influence was
significant only in the visuospatial task and not in the con-
trol task. Another limitation of GCM is that it remains
uncertain whether information flows directly from an
identified region to the seed region, or via other brain
areas. In light of this, it becomes important to take into
account connectivity results throughout the brain.

System-level Task Performance: Complex
Dynamics with Recurrent Processing

As mentioned, a supposedly unidirectional finding might,
in fact, hide a bidirectional communication loop. This
limitation was discussed by Roebroeck et al. (2005),
alongside a positive note: If bottom–up projections and
top–down projections between two regions target neigh-
boring, but anatomically separated, clusters (rather than
exactly the same voxels/vertices), then GCM will be ide-
ally suited to separate and detect these functionally dis-
tinct clusters which, in conventional fMRI analysis, would
be lumped together. We here show this conjecture to be
accurate, having identified neighboring clusters with
opposite projection characteristics in complex network
dynamics. Such neighboring clusters were revealed in
several nodes of the network, notably PPC, MFG, and
OT. The network correlate of visuospatial processing in
our paradigm may, to an extent, operate as a whole, in-
teracting in such a way as to continuously send back and
forth neurally coded information, moving toward a “steady
state” of the neural network. Such mechanisms could
never be recorded by fMRI studies. Alternatively, regions
within a closely knit network might still make functionally
separable contributions to the overall mental process.
Also, there might be a finite set of communication loops
within the network, especially a finite number of spatially
separated recurrent loops. We here could demonstrate
at least two clusters within larger regions (e.g., OT) that
were differentially involved. More specifically, it could be
hypothesized, based on the patterns of connectivity and
the corresponding time courses, that the projecting clus-
ter was involved at an earlier stage than the receiving clus-
ter (for time courses and discussion, see supplementary
on-line material, Figure S4).
Recently, early and late fronto-parietal network compo-

nents were also identified by Sack et al. (2008). In their
fMRI study, participants were asked to mentally imagine
the assembly of a spatial structure, based on visual or
auditory instructions, and finally compare this structure
to a visually presented structure. Thus, their task was more
extensive than the one adopted in the current study, tak-
ing several seconds to complete. However, that task also
essentially contained a visuospatial judgment component.
These authors identified functionally segregated early and
late fronto-parietal network clusters, based on a data-driven

functional decomposition analysis called fuzzy clustering.
Early versus late components were found in several re-
gions, including posterior parietal, frontal, and occipital–
temporal regions. We here show that “early” (projecting)
and “late” (receiving) neighboring clusters could be re-
vealed within broadly the same regions, using a different
method of analysis (GCM) during a mentally much more
succinct process. Such converging evidence lends bidirec-
tional support for the findings of our two studies. More-
over, it suggests that the multiple loops, or processing
stages, were not artifactual to either behavioral task. How-
ever, whereas Sack et al. extracted two fronto-parietal net-
works from the data, our data are supportive of a form of
recurrent processing between the major nodes of the net-
work. For instance, the projecting cluster in OT sends in-
fluence to the same area in PPC that subsequently sends
influence back to OT (but to the neighboring, receiving
cluster). The GCM maps on the left and right in Figure 6B
overlap in part, but far from completely (see Figure S3
on-line: www.tomdegraaf.com). It thus seems that during
our visuospatial task, dynamic, recurrent interactions
occur within one, however nonstatic, network. Whereas
recurrent processing is a well-researched mechanism in
lower-level vision (Lamme & Roelfsema, 2000), to our
knowledge, it has not been demonstrated in such a form
as we present here, in higher-order cognition. The ques-
tion remains what, exactly, the functional relevance of
these distinct connectivity loops might be. To better un-
derstand this issue, it may help to review the evidence for
specific functions associated with the various nodes in
our visuospatial network.

Functional Roles of Visuospatial Network Nodes

PPC seems to be involved in many spatial processes, as has
been discussed in the Introduction. It is therefore plau-
sible to assume that the analysis of the spatial features
of our stimuli was centered in PPC. Lehmann, Vannini,
Wahlund, Almkvist, and Dierks (2006) used task demand,
as measured by RT, as a predictor in GLM analysis. Their
cognitive task was highly similar to the one used in this
study; involving judgment of clock-hands. PPC, a region
near MFG, as well as INS, all revealed BOLD signal corre-
lation to task demand: strong evidence for direct visuo-
spatial task involvement of all these regions.

Both SFS and MFG have been implicated in spatial
working memory tasks. The role of SFS in spatial work-
ing memory seems well established (Zarahn, Aguirre, &
D!Esposito, 1999; Courtney, Petit, Maisog, Ungerleider, &
Haxby, 1998; Petit et al., 1998). To properly perform our
task, a representation of the “target angle”must have been
maintained in order to serve as template to match new
visuospatial input to. The SFS may have stored that tem-
plate. Sack et al. (2008) instructed participants to imagine
a certain visuospatial object, which was rotated compared
to a remembered target object. Participants were then
asked to determine whether the two objects were the
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same. Using GCM, Sack et al. found a premotor-to-parietal
direction of influence underlying this task. On inspection,
their premotor areamay correspond to our SFS. To actually
perform the stored template matching, MFG could come
into play, as detailed above. This proposed mechanism is
in line with previous research. Glahn et al. (2002) showed
involvement of both MFG and SFS in a spatial working
memory task, but were able to dissociate the contributions
of both regions. SFS was involved specifically in mainte-
nance of spatial working memory contents, whereas MFG
seemed to be involved specifically in spatial manipulation
of these contents (see also Postle et al., 2000).

Ventral area OT may engage in the recognition and for-
mation of the clock object, which our stimuli comprised.
This object information was likely more relevant to the
processing of an angle between real object parts: the
clock-hands, than a basic property such as color, which
is observed at a glance. The involvement of OT in object
processing is relatively established (e.g., Grill-Spector,
2003). More difficult to interpret are the results on the
thalamo-parietal projections. The mediodorsal nucleus
of the thalamus has been regarded as the gateway to pre-
frontal cortex (e.g., Tanibuchi & Goldman-Rakic, 2003),
rather than parietal cortex. Yet, there were indications in
an fMRI investigation in humans that BOLD signals in the
mediodorsal nucleus correlated to those in superior pari-
etal cortices during a spatial attention task (Buchsbaum
et al., 2006). It is possible that our thalamic nucleus pro-
jecting to PPC was not, after all, the mediodorsal nucleus,
because reliable specification of thalamic nuclei in human
group fMRI studies is difficult due to intersubject variabil-
ity (Davis, Kwan, Crawley & Mikulis, 1998), and because
direct connections between other thalamic nuclei and pa-
rietal cortex have been found in humans (Behrens et al.,
2003). Alternatively, the thalamo-parietal influence may

have been indirect, which is an option GCM inherently
cannot disqualify (Roebroeck et al., 2005). Irrespectively,
we propose that the thalamus did project to PPC in a kind
of “fast route,” albeit direct or indirect (see also Chambers,
Payne, Stokes & Mattingley, 2004). Combined with the
data and literature on other regions in our visuospatial
network, this leads us to propose the following neuro-
cognitive model (illustrated in Figure 7).

A Proposal for Neurocognitive Mechanisms
Underlying Visuospatial Judgment

Visual information proceeds through the retina to thalamic
clusters and on to early visual cortex (occipital cortex). Per-
haps already at this point, PPC receives initial projections
directly from thalamic clusters, to prime the cortically in-
coming information. The fact that these thalamo-parietal
projections are stronger during ANGLE might mean that
the thalamus is primed beforehand that the incoming in-
formation is relevant to PPC, or that communication be-
tween thalamus and PPC is more effective or lasts longer
during ANGLE than during COLOR.
Information from occipital cortex will proceed along

the ventral and dorsal stream to frontal areas. Dorsal fron-
tal area SFS might maintain the template of the angle that
distinguished Response 1 (“small angle”) from Response 2
(“large angle”). As detailed above, the MFG can use this
representation to modulate PPC by means of top–down
signals. Frontal regionMFG thus “focuses” the PPC process-
ing activities to the proper parts of the stimulus, presensi-
tizing neural activity in PPC prior to stimulus onset and/or
biasing neural activity after stimulus onset.
The function of the multiple loops between PPC, MFG,

andOTmight be an integration of region-specific processing

Figure 7. Informed
neurocognitive model of
visuospatial judgment.
Information flows that
were drawn from our data
(statistically significant
influences are thick arrows,
influences based on individual
maps or mean GCM group
maps are dashed arrows).
In keywords are added
the proposed functional
contributions of network nodes.
This chart illustrates proposed
neurocognitive interactions
during ANGLE task trials (see
main text for further
explanations).
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results: PPC analyzing the spatial features, MFG orchestrat-
ing which spatial features are task-relevant (on the basis of
the defining visuospatial template held in SFS working
memory), and OT pitching in possibly relevant object infor-
mation. Such distributed processing across the brain clearly
would require extensive communication, which we believe
was partly revealed by our data.
Note that such interpretations necessarily remain specu-

lative. Moreover, the model is clearly incomplete. Never-
theless, the proposed functional segregations within our
network are compatible with the data as presented here
and by others, and may provide fruitful new hypotheses for
further research. In general, we propose that cognitive neu-
roscience move beyond conventional “brain mapping” to in-
clude analyses on interactions between brain areas, and to
link such interactions to cognitive processes, where possible.
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